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A B S T R A C T   

Sleep supports healthy cognitive functioning in adults. Over the past decade, research has emerged advancing 
our understanding of sleep’s role in cognition during development. Infancy and early childhood are marked by 
unique changes in sleep physiology and sleep patterns as children transition from biphasic to monophasic sleep. 
Growing evidence suggests that, during development, there are parallel changes in sleep and the brain and that 
sleep may modulate brain structure and activity and vice versa. In this review, we survey studies of sleep and 
brain development across childhood. By summarizing these findings, we provide a unique understanding of the 
importance of healthy sleep for healthy brain and cognitive development. Moreover, we discuss gaps in our 
understanding, which will inform future research.   

1. Introduction 

It is widely accepted that sleep is important for children. Sleep during 
the preschool years (~3–5 years) is especially unique in that children 
transition from a biphasic (naps and overnight sleep) to a monophasic 
(primarily overnight sleep) sleep pattern (Chokroverty, 1994; Weiss-
bluth, 1995). Naps in young children have been shown to enhance 
learning through sleep-dependent memory consolidation (i.e., the 
notion that consolidation processes preferrentially occur during sleep; 
Cremone et al., 2017; Kurdziel et al., 2013; Lokhandwala and Spencer, 
2021; Spanò et al., 2018; Williams and Horst, 2014). Moreover, sleep 
macrostructure (organization of sleep stages) and microstructure 
(characteristics of the sleep electroencephalogram (EEG) which measure 
electrical activity in the brain) change during this period. Brain matu-
ration in particular is suggested to impact the biphasic to monophasic 
transition and the accompanying changes in EEG. 

The purpose of this paper is to review studies on sleep and brain 
development during childhood. In doing so, we review evidence of sleep 
and brain relations and argue that a better understanding of this rela-
tionship during early development is critical to understanding the nap 
transition and the consequences of early sleep patterns. Such examina-
tion of the relationship between brain maturation and early sleep allows 
for more informed decisions regarding how sleep opportunities may be 

structured in school and home settings. 

2. Sleep changes across early development 

2.1. Sleep architecture 

Early in infancy, sleep is divided into 2 main periods- quiet sleep (QS) 
which is a precursor to non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep and 
encompasses both light and deep sleep. The second period is active sleep 
(AS) which is a precursor to rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and may 
be a cycle which involves more vivid dreaming (Carskadon and Dement, 
2005). Over early development, QS and AS become NREM and REM as 
the sleep EEG becomes more pronounced and distinguishable. In adult 
humans, these two types of sleep alternate throughout the night, roughly 
every 90 min (McCarley et al., 1995). In young children, this cycle oc-
curs approximately every 60 min (Davis et al., 2004). 

Non-REM sleep is further composed of three stages. Non-REM stage 1 
is identified by a reduction in alpha (8–13 Hz; characteristic wake ac-
tivity) activity in the EEG, signaling a transition from wake to sleep 
(Louis et al., 2016). This stage is often followed by the appearance of 
nREM stage 2, which is characterized by low-amplitude and mixed 
frequency waves, primarily in the sigma frequency band (12–16 Hz). 
This stage is identifiable by unique EEG markers known as sleep spindles 
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and K-complexes. Sleep spindles are short bursts of brain activity in the 
11–16 Hz range that last about 0.5–2.5 s. Spindles can be further divided 
into fast spindles (12–15 Hz) and slow spindles (9–12 Hz) which un-
dergo local development (Mölle et al., 2011). That is, fast spindles are 
more centrally located while slow spindles show a more frontal distri-
bution (Werth, Achermann, and Borbély, 1997). K-complexes are 
diphasic (containing a positive and negative component), high in 
amplitude, and last about 0.5 s. This stage is important for maintaining 
sleep (Rechtschaffen and Kales, 1968). Non-REM stage 3, also known as 
slow wave sleep (SWS), is the deepest stage of sleep. This stage is 
characterized by low frequency (0.4–4 Hz) cortical oscillations. Rapid 
eye movement sleep, commonly referred to as REM sleep, is identified 
by theta activity (3–7 Hz), rapid eye movements, and low muscle tone, 
which is measured via the chin electromyography (EMG) channel. It is in 
this stage that we may experience more intense and vivid dreams (Sie-
gel, 2003). Regarding sleep architecture, more nREM sleep is present 
earlier in the night, with REM sleep becoming more prominent towards 
the end of the night (Carskadon and Dement, 2005). The distinct brain 
activity during the various stages of sleep underscores that sleep cannot 
be treated as a homogenous state. 

Importantly, sleep architecture and sleep patterns are not homoge-
nous across development. Infants sleep 14–20 h each day, with their 
sleep distributed across the 24-hr period (polyphasic sleep pattern; 
Iglowstein et al., 2003). By early childhood (3–5 years), the distribution 
of sleep across the day undergoes a distinct developmental shift. Chil-
dren transition from a biphasic sleep pattern, comprised of a midday nap 
and overnight sleep, to a monophasic sleep pattern, consisting solely of 
overnight sleep, which is characteristic of adolescent and adult sleep 
(Galland et al., 2012). 

Not only are there changes in sleep patterns (distribution of sleep 
across the day) during early childhood, but there are also changes in 
sleep macrostructure and microstructure. For instance, as children age, 
percent time spent in SWS decreases while nREM 2 increases (Ohayon 
et al., 2004). Sigma activity (10–15 Hz; spindle range), on the other 
hand, increases across childhood (McClain et al., 2016; Scholle et al., 
2007). EEG characteristics such sleep spindle density (number of sleep 
spindles/min of sleep) increases until adolescence, while spindle 
amplitude peaks in the first few years of life and gradually declines 
across the lifespan (Clawson et al., 2016). Additionally, REM sleep is 
reduced to 20% of sleep time compared to 50% during infancy (Car-
skadon and Dement, 2005). Further, slow wave activity (SWA; slow 
oscillatory neocortical activity between 0.5 and 4 Hz) increases during 
the first few years of life and begins to decrease around adolescence 
(Campbell and Feinberg, 2009; Jenni and Carskadon, 2004). 

2.2. Sleep timing and regulation 

Sleep is suggested to be controlled by two processes- a circadian 
process (Process C) and a homeostatic process (Process S). Our circadian 

rhythms are physical, mental, and behavioral changes that follow a 24- 
hr cycle, including sleep (Borbély et al., 2016). Process C contributes to 
the timing of sleep and wake through external cues, the most central cue 
being the light/dark cycle. Sleep homeostasis on the other hand, is the 
mechanism that drives us to sleep. Homeostatic sleep pressure dissipates 
when we sleep and slow wave activity (SWA;0.5–4.5 Hz) is considered a 
marker of sleep pressure, with greater SWA seen following sleep depri-
vation (Bersagliere and Achermann, 2010). 

Napping is considered a hallmark of early childhood. The drive to 
nap in early childhood has largely been associated with Process S. In 
particular, young children are suggested to have a more rapid accu-
mulation of sleep pressure, with the need to more frequently nap, which 
may be necessary to dissipate that pressure (Fig. 1; Jenni and LeB-
ourgeois, 2006a; Kurth et al., 2016). While our understanding of the 
regulatory processes underlying napping is limited, examining naps as 
they relate to cognition and the factors that may play a role in nap 
cessation may elucidate the nap transition during this period. Although 
sleep is dynamic and changes across development, particularly with the 
transition out of napping in early childhood, there is clear evidence that 
naps may be necessary for learning and memory early in development. A 
recent review highlights that naps confer both immediate and delayed 
benefits on declarative, emotional, and procedural learning across in-
fancy and childhood (see Spencer, 2021 for review). In particular, 
physiology in these naps (sleep spindles and SWS) has been shown to 
play a role in supporting these memories (Hahn et al., 2019; Kurdziel 
et al., 2013; Lokhandwala and Spencer, 2021; Simon et al., 2017; Spanò 
et al., 2018; Zinke, Wilhelm et al., 2017; Züst et al., 2019). These results 
are in line with the role sleep (i.e., overnight sleep in older children and 
adults) physiology plays on memory consolidation more broadly 
(Maingret et al., 2016; Rasch and Born, 2013). Given the beneficial role 
of early childhood sleep on learning and memory, it is therefore critical 
to understand the development of early sleep, the nap transition, and the 
factors that may contribute to the biphasic to monophasic sleep shift 
during this period in development. 

The rate at which the cessation of napping occurs varies across 
children (Crosby et al., 2005; S. S. Smith et al., 2019; Touchette et al., 
2013a). Current work supports the notion that the transition out of 
napping may be associated with changes in sleep need, neurocognitive 
function, and ecological factors (Kurth et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2019). 
For instance, in an elegant longitudinal design, the developmental tra-
jectories of daytime naps were examined when children were 2, 3, and 5 
years of age (Kurth et al., 2016). At each age, naps were taken at 
different times of the day in order to vary sleep pressure (Borbély et al., 
2016). Implementing a strict sleep schedule and sleep EEG, Kurth and 
colleagues (2016) found that older children did not exhibit an increase 
in SWA with increased sleep pressure. Further, nap timing differences in 
sleep were diminished by 5 years of age. These findings indicate that the 
accumulation of sleep need over the day attenuates across early child-
hood and may explain the transition out of napping during the preschool 

Fig. 1. The homeostatic sleep process as a function of nap status. Sleep pressure may accumulate more rapidly in habitual nappers (orange) than in non-habitual 
nappers (magenta). A nap (right) releases this additional pressure. For illustration purposes, sleep pressure is plotted relative to a morning waking baseline 
(which may in reality differ for these groups). 
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years (Jenni and LeBourgeois, 2006b). These results also show there is a 
maturation of the sleep homeostatic system (i.e., sleep pressure) that 
may be moderated through changes in sleep depth rather than sleep 
structure. 

Other studies suggest that the cessation of napping may be, at least in 
part, due to neurocognitive development (Kurdziel et al., 2013; Smith 
et al., 2019b). In early development, daytime sleep has been associated 
with multiple measures of behavioral development such as a negative 
association with gross motor and personal social development (Schoch 
et al., 2022). In a similar vein, older children (4–6 years-old), daytime 
napping predicted poorer cognitive functioning (assessed via The 
Woodcock Johnson III; Smith et al., 2019). Additionally, those who 
napped frequently had shorter nighttime sleep duration compared to 
non-habitual nappers and children transitioning out of napping. The 
finding that napping children performed worse on cognitive measures is 
consistent with work showing that nappers perform poorly on auditory 
attention and vocabulary tasks (Lam et al., 2011). One hypothesis as to 
why napping children may perform more poorly on measures of 
cognitive functioning is that napping may be a marker of brain matu-
ration (Kurdziel et al., 2013; Kurth et al., 2010; Lam et al., 2011). That 
is, children who nap may have less developed brains (i.e., hippocampi) 
and therefore require frequent consolidation of the day’s information in 
the form of naps. It is possible that as the brain develops, children are 
more able to tolerate longer durations of continued wakefulness without 
interference. This in turn (i.e., a more efficient brain) may be why 
overnight sleep is sufficient for consolidating memories in older children 
and adults. 

Lastly, it is important to consider the role of genetic and ecological 
factors in relation to sleep EEG and in particular, the cessation of nap-
ping. Using high density EEG, a study examining adolescent twin pairs 
found that in the poster region of the brain, 80–90% of variance in slow 
oscillations, slow waves, and spindle activity was due to genes. Slow and 
fast anterior spindle amplitude and sigma power, on the other hand, 
were largely driven by environmental factors the twins shared (Rus-
terholz et al., 2018). In line with the notion that neural phenotypes may 
be influenced by both nature and nurture, a recent study examining 
adolescent twins found that while spindle activity had almost a 50% 
genetic contribution, environment may influence sleep EEG coherence 
across frequencies and sleep states (Markovic et al., 2020). 

One twin study examined maternal reports of daytime and nighttime 
sleep at 6, 18, 30, and 48 months of age revealed that in early childhood, 
daytime sleep duration may be influenced by environmental settings 
(Touchette et al., 2013b). In particular, one study found that parental 
education (used as a proxy for socioeconomic status (SES)) was lower for 
children considered “problem nappers (Smith et al., 2019).” Here, 
problem nappers were classified as children who had difficulty lying still 
during nap time. The authors note that this SES component may be 
showing itself through various routine components (e.g., having stable 
home routines, parent work schedules, the role of sleep behaviors in the 
home). 

Other studies have found that Black children were more likely to nap 
longer into life, spend less time sleeping at night, and take more naps per 
week than non-Hispanic White children (Crosby et al., 2005; Lavigne 
et al., 1999). Further, studies have shown that non-Hispanic White 
children were more likely to have a bedtime routine and have greater 
24-hr sleep than minority children (Hale et al., 2009; Schlieber and Han, 
2018; Wilson et al., 2014). Racial differences in sleeping behaviors may 
be, in part, influenced by caregivers’ awareness of children’s sleep 
needs. It may be that the ability of Black children to meet their total 
sleep need at night is compromised, thus accounting for the greater 
amounts of daytime sleep. Together, these studies suggest that the 
transition out of napping is not homogenous across children and that 
multiple factors may influence this behavior. 

3. Relations between sleep and brain development 

There is growing interest in the relations between sleep and brain 
development. Exploring how brain and sleep physiology modulate one 
another is important in elucidating the role of early sleep patterns and 
brain maturation. 

3.1. Relations between sleep and structural brain development 

Sleep has been shown to modulate brain activity during develop-
ment. For instance, Cao and colleagues (2020) developed a framework 
for modeling neural repair, metabolic clearance, and sleep changes 
during development. Results reveal differences in sleep across phylog-
eny and during late ontogeny (after 2–3 years of age) are primarily due 
to sleep functioning for repair or clearance, while changes in sleep 
during early ontogeny (before 2–3 years of age) primarily support neural 
reorganization and learning. This process occurs primarily in REM and 
not NREM (Cao et al., 2020). One cross-sectional study examined the 
prospective relations between sleep disturbances across childhood and 
brain morphology at 7 years of age (Kocevska et al., 2017). They found 
that sleep disturbances from 2 years of age onward were associated with 
smaller gray matter volumes. In particular, children with sleep distur-
bances had a thinner dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. While the study did 
not include any sleep EEG and therefore was unable to examine asso-
ciations between altered sleep physiology and brain morphology, the 
results suggest the influence sleep disturbances may have on neuro-
development. It is important to keep in mind that as the study was 
cross-sectional and did not include baseline magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) scans, it is possible that rather than being an outcome of sleep 
disruptions, brain structural development may underlie sleep distur-
bances in childhood. A study in cats found that sleep augmented the 
effects of a preceding period of monocular deprivation on visual cortical 
responses (Frank et al., 2001). This was not the case for wakefulness in 
complete darkness. This study illustrates that sleep (and the lack 
thereof) may be critical to modulating experience-dependent plasticity. 

3.1.1. The role REM sleep in brain development 
Moreover, studies have further underscored the role REM and nREM 

sleep may be playing in brain development. Studies in human and non- 
human animals have found that REM sleep may be critical for brain 
development, particularly the maturation of the visual cortex (de Lima 
et al., 1985; Shaffery et al., 2006; Dumoulin Bridi et al., 2015) and motor 
system (Blumberg et al., 2013). With regards to the visual system, 
Dumoulin Bridi and colleagues (2015) found that withholding REM 
sleep after monocular deprivation in perinatal cats attenuated ocular 
dominance plasticity and inhibited the stimulation of the kinase neces-
sary for such plasticity. Additional studies have reported that when rats 
are deprived of REM sleep (therefore reducing cortical activation during 
this phase) prior to the end of the critical period, the cessation of this 
period was delayed (Shaffery et al., 2002) by approximately 3 weeks 
(Shaffery et al., 2006). The results indicate that REM sleep may play a 
functional role in the maturational processes that terminate the critical 
period. Work in human infants found increased retinal activity during 
REM sleep compared to nREM sleep (Peña et al., 1999). The authors took 
this to suggest that increased retinal activity during REM may reflect a 
preferential role of REM in the maturation of the visual system. 

Muscle twitches and jerks that are characteristic of early REM sleep 
may also play a role in the maturation of the motor circuit (Blumberg 
et al., 2013; Del Rio-Bermudez et al., 2017; Roffwarg et al., 1966; 
Sokoloff et al., 2020). Sleep in early infancy involves myoclonic twitches 
during active sleep (the precursor to REM; Kayser and Biron, 2016). 
These twitches have been shown to generate in the brainstem, which 
may have implications for experience-dependent development of the 
sensorimotor system (Blumberg et al., 2013; Khazipov et al., 2004; 
Tiriac et al., 2015). One study recorded extracellular activity in post-
natal day 8 and postnatal day 12 rats as they went about their typical 
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sleep-wake cycles and found that the red nucleus showed prominent 
theta activity during active sleep (Del Rio-Bermudez et al., 2017). By 
postnatal day 12, theta oscillations in the hippocampus and red nucleus 
were interactive. The results demonstrate that active sleep may be 
critical for functional connectivity early in development. 

3.1.2. The role nREM sleep in brain development 
With regards to nREM sleep, studies provide support for a functional 

role of SWS/SWA and sleep spindles. The synaptic homeostasis hy-
pothesis proposes that synaptic downscaling occurs during SWS, a pro-
cess critical for handling our learning and experiences during the day 
(Tononi and Cirelli, 2006). The hypothesis not only suggests that SWS 
may be critical for cortical plasticity but that it may also support cortical 
processes during early brain development through global synaptic 
depression (Kurth et al., 2010). 

Sleep spindle characteristics have been linked to multiple brain 
development processes (see Fernandez and Lüthi, 2020 for review). For 
instance, spindle-like rhythms (~10 Hz) are one of the earliest signs of 
organized electrical activity in the developing brains of rats and humans 
(Hanganu-Opatz, 2010) and have been suggested to act as templates for 
cortical map organization (Lüthi, 2014). Specifically, spindle bursts, 
which are identified early in development, have been proposed in the 
configuration of the body map (e.g., sensorimotor system), thus playing 
a critical role in the development of the somatosensory and motor cortex 
(Cirelli and Tononi, 2015). Subcortically generated twitches during 
quiet sleep (QS; precursor to NREM sleep) in human infants have been 
shown to occur synchronously with sleep spindles (Sokoloff et al., 2021). 
As these twitches increase with age, so too does the rate of sleep spindles 
across portions of the motor and somatosensory cortex. This synchrony 
between twitches and spindles suggests the development of functional 
connectivity with sensorimotor structures. Collectively, these findings 
support that sleep in early life may play an instrumental role in struc-
tural brain development and that specific physiological components of 
sleep may be responsible for optimizing neural networks. 

The hypothesis that changes in sleep EEG parallel maturational 
changes in the brain stemmed from a seminal study, which found that 
the amplitude of delta waves during nREM sleep reached a peak in early 
childhood and then significantly declined across adolescence (Feinberg 
et al., 1977). The tremendous post-natal growth in cortical connectivity 
(Conel, 1941, 1963) may explain increases in EEG wave amplitude 
during this time since the size of these waves is reliant on the amount of 
interconnected cortical neurons (Feinberg et al., 1977; Feinberg and 
Campbell, 2010). 

Work in non-human animals also demonstrates that aspects of sleep 
develop simultaneously with cortical plasticity. For instance, a study in 
rats found that the beginning of the critical period for visual develop-
ment goes hand-in-hand with nREM sleep homeostasis (Frank et al., 
1998). Specifically, sleep deprivation did not increase nREM sleep EEG 
activity until the fourth postnatal week. The authors took this to suggest 
that the regulatory relationship between wake and nREM sleep develops 
alongside periods of heightened cortical plasticity. Collectively, work in 
non-human animals proposes parallel development of both sleep EEG 
and brain maturation. 

3.1.3. Topography of SWA 
With regards to human studies, while many are cross-sectional in 

nature and thus make it difficult to rule out causality, they provide 
valuable insight into the possible associations and trajectories of sleep 
and brain maturation. There appear to be age-dependent changes in 
SWA topography. For instance, one cross-sectional study examined the 
topographical distribution of sleep EEG from early childhood to 
adolescence (Kurth et al., 2010). The results illustrated age-dependent 
differences in SWA topography. That is, SWA was most concentrated 
over posterior regions during early childhood and then gradually shifted 
to more central and then frontal derivations by late adolescence.This 
trajectory of SWA parallels the course of cortical gray matter maturation 

(Huttenlocher and Dabholkar, 1997; Shaw et al., 2008). These results 
are further supported by a study investigating the relationship between 
sleep SWA and various markers of cortical maturation during adoles-
cence (Buchmann et al., 2011). Using MRI and high-density EEG, the 
authors found that SWA and cortical gray matter decreases during 
adolescence (possibly due to synaptic pruning) and that the relationship 
between SWA and gray matter volume/thickness is heightened in areas 
showing the greatest maturational changes. Thus, it is possible that the 
large gray matter volume in children reflects, at least in part, higher 
synaptic density. As children are learning immensely and rapidly from 
their environment, frequent consolidation of the days’ learning may be 
necessary in the form of naps. 

3.1.4. Relation between brain development and early sleep patterns 
It may be that memory and brain development play a role in nap 

habituality (the frequency at which a child naps or not). Napping status 
is of particular interest, as studies have found that when deprived of a 
midday nap, habitually napping children have greater memory detri-
ment than children who are non-nappers (Kurdziel et al., 2013; Leong 
et al., 2021). An explanation for this difference is that habitual nappers 
may have a less developed short-term memory storage (i.e., hippocam-
pus) and thus require frequent consolidation in the form of naps to 
secure learning from the day. Non-nappers in comparison may have 
more mature hippocampi and, therefore, staying awake does not confer 
a similar detriment to memory. 

Riggins and Spencer (2020) showed that in younger children 
(4–6-year-olds), hippocampal subfield volume varied as a function of 
nap status. That is, children who were “nappers,” had larger CA1 vol-
umes in the body of the hippocampus compared to children who were no 
longer napping. This supports the hypothesis that hippocampi in nap-
pers may be less developed (i.e., larger prior to synaptic downscaling) 
compared to non-nappers. While this study did not assess sleep physi-
ology in relation to hippocampal volume, it provides support for the 
notion that early sleep patterns parallel development in the brain. 

Further, there is work to suggest that sleep disturbances in early 
childhood may be associated with morphologic changes in subcortical 
structures, particularly in the context of autism spectrum disorder (ASD; 
MacDuffie et al., 2020). In this study, infants were assessed at 6, 12, and 
24 months with MRI scans and parent reported measures of sleep 
problems. They found that infant sleep problems were related to hip-
pocampal volume trajectories only in high-risk infants who developed 
ASD. Specifically, sleep onset difficulties were associated with increased 
hippocampal volume from 6 to 24 months only for high-risk infants who 
developed ASD. This finding is in line with evidence supporting that 
early cortical overgrowth is related to later social deficits (Hazlett et al., 
2017). While the study does not examine more objective measures of 
sleep (i.e., actigraphy or polysomnography), the longitudinal reports of 
sleep problems provide initial evidence that sleep problems in infancy 
precede ASD diagnosis and are associated with altered hippocampal 
volume trajectories in infants at high familial risk who go on to develop 
ASD. Thus, it may be that early sleep disturbances impact typical sleep 
physiology and, in turn, may compromise typical cortical maturation. It 
is important to note, however, that early life sleep problems have 
different origins (e.g., family dynamics) and can often be addressed 
through interventions (Jenni and O’Connor, 2005; Tikotzky, 2017). 

3.1.5. SWA localization 
More recent work demonstrates that sleep topography and sleep EEG 

coherence reflect developing neural networks. However, most of these 
studies are cross-sectional and/or involve prospective brain measures. 
While such studies make it difficult to illustrate the development of 
electrical cortical activity and brain maturation, these works collectively 
provide support that in early childhood and adolescence, sleep micro-
structure parallels and changes with brain development. For instance, 
one longitudinal study examined sleep physiology every 6 months over a 
period of 6 years in children 6–18 years of age found that delta power 
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decreased earliest at an occipital derivation (O1) and latest at a frontal 
derivation (Fz; Feinberg et al., 2011). This propagation of delta power is 
similar to the trajectory of cortical thickness, where occipital regions 
mature first and frontal regions last (Shaw et al., 2008). A very similar 
time course of SWA has been found in non-human animals (Olini et al., 
2013; Song et al., 1997). The parallel shift in distribution provides 
support that delta activity may reflect underlying processes of cortical 
maturation. 

Recent advances have identified a sleep EEG marker that reflects 
processes of brain maturation, that is, the ratio of frontal to occipital 
SWA (F/O-ratio; Kurth et al., 2010). This ratio allows for the quantifi-
cation of regional development of SWA topography in nREM sleep. 
Particular interest surrounds the F/O-ratio since growing evidence 
suggests SWA distribution reflects developing neural networks (Buch-
mann et al., 2011a; Kurth et al., 2013; Kurth et al., 2015). 

For example, high-density EEG recordings, anatomical MRI, and 
behavioral assessments in children and adolescents were used to 
investigate the relation between SWA topography, anatomy, and 
behavioral skills (Kurth et al., 2012). Maturation of SWA topography 
was found to predict the maturation of motor skills. That is, the more 
mature (frontal-oriented) the topography of SWA was, the better sub-
jects performed on the tasks. EEG coherence may also reflect processes 
of brain connectivity (Kurth et al., 2013; Tarokh et al., 2010). Longi-
tudinal sleep assessments revealed that while coherence decreased 
intra-hemispherically across the night, there was an inter-hemispheric 
increase overnight (Kurth et al., 2013). This inter-hemispheric in-
crease demonstrates a transitional stage of sleep-dependent reinforce-
ment of brain connectivity. The authors note that such findings have not 
been identified in adults, thus, it may be that such connectivity patterns 
are specific to early neural network maturation. 

Other studies support that SWA localization may be a marker of 
experience-dependent plasticity (Timofeev et al., 2020; Wilhelm et al., 
2014). For instance, using a visuomotor adaptation task, high-density 
EEG recordings, and MRI, one study examined whether local 
experience-dependent changes in SWA varied as a function of brain 
maturation in children, adolescents, and adults (Wilhelm et al., 2014). 
Following learning of a visuomotor task, sleep SWA was heightened over 
the right parietal cortex relative to a condition without prior learning. 
This local increase in SWA was most pronounced in children. Moreover, 
baseline SWA in the parietal area and gray matter volume in the right 
parietal area were significantly associated with this local increase in 
SWA. These results demonstrate that markers of brain maturation 
highlight experience-dependent plasticity and may be important to how 
specific brain regions respond to learned experiences. 

Sleep EEG markers of neurodevelopment may also be helpful in 
identifying anomalous brain maturation. For instance, one study 
examined regional maturational changes in SWA topography in children 
with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; Ringli et al., 
2013). They found that children with ADHD showed a less mature SWA 
distribution (more SWA over central versus prefrontal regions) than 
typically developing controls of the same age and sex. Another study 
compared nREM sleep in 13-to-30-month-olds with ASD to age-matched 
typically developing children (Page et al., 2020). Using high density 
EEG, results showed that there were topographically significant de-
creases in fast theta oscillations (5–7.25 Hz), fast sigma oscillations 
(15–16 Hz), and an increase in beta oscillations (20–25 Hz) in children 
with ASD compared to controls. These frequency bands have been 
associated with social and cognitive development at this age (Page et al., 
2018). Thus, the results from the study suggest that specific topographic 
features of nREM sleep may provide critical insight into atypical brain 
development. These studies overall support that sleep EEG markers may 
be useful for early diagnosis of developmental disorders. 

Further implications for typical and atypical development reside in 
evidence demonstrating that the propagation of slow waves is linked 
with brain myelin content (Kurth et al., 2017; LeBourgeois et al., 2019). 
The F/O-ratio in children (2–8 years) strongly predicted brain myelin 

development at a follow-up examination 3.5 years later (LeBourgeois 
et al., 2019). This study complements work done in animals, collectively 
suggesting that neuronal activity specific to sleep plays a role in brain 
myelin development. Another study in children (2–13 years old) 
examined the associations between sleep slow oscillatory propagation 
characteristics (e.g., duration, cortical involvement) and white matter 
myelin microstructure (Kurth et al., 2017). The authors found that 
cortical involvement was positively associated with myelin content, 
while slow oscillation speed was a negative indicator of myelin content. 
Furthermore, slow oscillation distance was positively associated with 
whole brain and interhemispheric myelin content. These results 
demonstrate that slow oscillation features such as distance, cortical 
involvement, and speed reflect neuronal connectivity. Collectively, 
these studies provide support for the role sleep EEG features may play in 
reflecting underlying sleep-dependent plasticity (Muller et al., 2016; 
Yang et al., 2014a). 

3.2. Relations between sleep and brain microstructure 

Dendritic spines are projections stemming from dendrites, which 
form efficient contacts with axons of other neurons, thus playing a 
critical role in synaptic plasticity (Sala and Segal, 2014; Smith et al., 
2014). Likewise, synaptic pruning is essential to brain development. By 
removing excess synapses, the brain becomes more efficient (Sakai, 
2020). This renormalization is important for maintaining proficient 
brain function. 

Sleep in particular has been shown to promote branch-specific for-
mation and maintenance of dendritic spines (Chauvette et al., 2012; 
Frank et al., 2001; Tononi, 2009; Yang et al., 2014b). For instance, REM 
sleep in young mice (postnatal day 21–30) was shown to support 
memory consolidation by maintaining learning-induced spines neces-
sary for motor skill improvement (Li et al., 2017). Sleep has also been 
associated with increased spine density in hippocampal CA1 and dentate 
gyrus in mice 2–3 months of age (Havekes et al., 2016; Raven et al., 
2019). These studies provide support for spine formation and mainte-
nance being critical support for learned information early in life. 

The pruning of spines is equally critical for long-term development, 
with evidence supporting sleep’s role in the process. A number of studies 
suggest the role of SWS in particular in synaptic pruning (Diering et al., 
2017; Ghilardi et al., 2000; Vyazovskiy et al., 2008). Elegant work done 
in rat models has shown that there is increased intracortical connectivity 
during wakefulness and decreased connectivity during sleep (Diering 
et al., 2017; Vyazovskiy et al., 2008). In adolescent and adult mice, 
spines were found to be established and lost during both sleep and wake 
(Maret et al., 2011). In particular, the authors found that in adolescent 
mice, there was a 2% net loss in spines after sleep and a 1% gain in spines 
following wakefulness. However, in adult mice, spine loss and gain in 
the sensorimotor cortex was not impacted by sleep and wake. These 
results demonstrate that spine turnover in the sensorimotor cortex is 
affected by behavioral states specifically during early adolescence. 
Collectively, these studies suggest sleep may modulate synaptic con-
nections important for learning and memory. 

4. Conclusions: understanding and promoting sleep for healthy 
cognitive development 

In the present review, we have outlined how sleep changes devel-
opmentally and, specifically, how these changes may reflect modifica-
tions in early brain development in both humans and non-human 
animals. Broadly speaking, studies support that topographical shifts in 
maximal SWA, from more posterior regions to more anterior regions, 
reflect a similar trajectory to cortical maturation (Kurth, Ringli et al., 
2010). Work examining both typical development and atypical neuro-
development (ADHD, ASD) suggests that sleep spectral analyses may 
play a critical part in elucidating underlying cortical conditions (Page 
et al., 2020; Ringli et al., 2013). Evidence provided here likewise 
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supports that cortical maturation may in turn reflect changes in early 
sleep patterns and sleep physiology localization. These results would 
seem to indicate that sleep and brain development may not be mutually 
exclusive. That is, it may be that early sleep patterns are indicative of 
brain maturation. However, whether early sleep characteristics play a 
causal functional role in brain development or are merely a reflection of 
cortical maturation is still unclear and requires further investigation. 

Work reviewed here highlights the role of sleep early in life on sleep 
regulation and brain development. Studies in naps in particular and 
their impact on subsequent overnight physiology (SWS/SWA) show that 
naps may be important to dissipate the heightened sleep pressure 
accumulated during the first half of the day, such that missing the 
midday nap may be detrimental to learning processes (Kurdziel et al., 
2013). However, it remains unclear whether SWS in recovery sleep 
holds similar or different functions on learning and memory depending 
on early sleep patterns (i.e., habitual and non-habitual nappers). Future 
work would benefit from examining how memory consolidation over 
nocturnal sleep changes across this biphasic to monophasic sleep tran-
sition. By examining sleep (both naps and overnight sleep) and memory 
in nappers and non-frequent nappers, studies will be able to show (1) 
how overnight sleep physiology is impacted by whether one naps or does 
not nap, and whether one needs to nap or not and (2) how might the 
changes in sleep EEG impact memory consolidation in children who are 
nappers and non-frequent nappers. In implementing both behavioral 
and sleep EEG measures in young children, studies will be able to 
elucidate the functional role of SWS following nap deprivation in early 
childhood and speak to how time in classrooms can be organized to 
accommodate children who still rely on naps and those who do not. 

Studies reviewed here also demonstrate that while sleep plays an 
important role in cognition, sleep and sleep-related cognitive processing 
may be influenced by brain development (Leong et al., 2021). That is, 
for habitual nappers, it may be that their hippocampi are not developed 
enough to hold onto the memories for a full day and therefore the 
memories need to be offloaded more frequently (via consolidation over a 
nap). We review preliminary support for this hypothesis where habitual 
and non-habitual nappers differ in hippocampal subfield volume (Rig-
gins and Spencer, 2020). 

Up to this point, studies have examined sleep and brain relations 
across ages. However, there is a dearth of data exploring the nap tran-
sition in early childhood. Considering that it is a unique time in devel-
opment, with significant changes in both sleep and the brain, it is 
imperative that future longitudinal work not only examine sleep/brain 
relations across ages but also across developmental milestones (e.g., the 
transition out of napping). This will help to better understand early sleep 
patterns and their implications in early childhood development. Further, 
a stronger approach to examining the relation between physiological 
changes in sleep and brain maturation would be to investigate these 
measures longitudinally and concurrently rather than prospectively. In 
doing so, we can better understand the developmental trajectory and 
association between early sleep and brain maturation. 

This review highlights a growing interest in childhood sleep and its 
potential role in brain development. Considering the importance of naps 
in particular, it remains a puzzle as to why children stop napping any-
where between 3 and 5 years of age. As nap times are being shortened 
and/or eliminated from the preschool schedule in order to fit more 
content into the curriculum, awareness of the work reviewed here as 
well as the directions for future work will help inform how best to utilize 
napping in the context of classroom curriculum, educational policy, and 
informing sleep guidelines for parents. 
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Core concepts  

1. Developmental changes in sleep may reflect changes in early brain 
development.  

2. Likewise, cortical maturation may reflect changes in early sleep 
patterns and topography. Thus, the association between sleep and 
brain development may not be mutually exclusive.  

3. Sleep early in life is critical to sleep regulation (relieving sleep 
pressure and influencing overnight sleep) and brain development 
during this time. 

Research agenda  

1. Examine whether sleep characteristics play a causal functional role 
in brain development or is merely a reflection of cortical maturation.  

2. Investigate the functional role of SWS following nap deprivation in 
early childhood.  

3. Studies of overnight sleep are few particularly in early childhood and 
necessary for understanding the contribution of REM and in-
teractions of REM with SWS.  

4. Conduct longitudinal studies examining sleep/brain relations across 
developmental milestones and not just across ages. 
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